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Abstract 
The closure of a set A of vertices of an infinite graph G is defined as the set of vertices of 
G which cannot be finitely separated from A. A subset A of Y(G) is dispersed if it is finitely 
separated from any ray of G. It is shown that the closure of any dispersed set A of an infinite 
connected graph G contains a nonempty finite subset which is invariant under any automorphism 
of G stabilizing A. Therefore any infinite connected graph not containing a ray has a finite set of 
vertices which is invariant under any automorphism. The same also holds for connected graphs 
with rays, containing no end-respecting subdivision of the dyadic tree, provided that there are 
at least three (resp. two) ends of maximal order (resp. and a vertex which cannot be finitely 
separated from one of them). 
0. Introduction 
In [lo] Polat and Sabidussi proved that any infinite rayless tree (i.e., not containing 
a one-way infinite path) T has a vertex or an edge which is invariant under any 
automorphism of T. On the other hand, Schmidt proved in [ 1 l] that any connected 
rayless graph has a finite invariant subgraph (called the kernel of this graph). For 
rayless trees, this immediately implies the existence of an invariant vertex or edge. 
In this paper, we give a different proof of Schmidt’s result, which is based on topo- 
logical arguments. Actually, we obtain a stronger result (Theorem 3.6) which concerns 
any graph, rayless or not. We then extend Schmidt’s statement to certain classes of 
graphs containing rays (Theorem 4.4). 
Since the writing of this paper, several related results have appeared, such as those 
of Halin [3], Jung [7] and Woess [12]. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. If X is a set we denote by 1x1 its cardinality and, for a cardinal n, by [Xl’ (resp. 
[Xl’“) the set of its subsets of cardinality n (resp. < n). 
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1.2. For a graph G and A C V(G) we denote by G - A the subgraph of G induced 
by V(G) - A; and if H is a subgraph of G, then we set G - H := G - V(H). If 
x is a vertex of G, then Co(x) denotes the component of G containing x. A puth 
W := (x0,. . . ) x,,) is a graph with V(W) = (x0,. . ,x,}, x, # x, if i # j, and E(W) = 
{{xi,xi+i} : O<i < n}. A guy or one-nuy injinite path R := (xo,xI,.. .) is defined 
similarly. A path (x0,. . ,x,) is called an x()x,,-path. For A, B C V(G), an A&path of G 
is an xy-path of G whose only vertices in A U B are x and y, with x E A and y E B. If 
A, B and S are subsets of V(G), S sepurutes A jiom B in G, or S is an AB-sepurutor 
of G, if all AB-paths of G have vertices in S. A and B are jinitely separuted in G if 
they have a finite separator in G. For x E V(G) and A C V(G), an xA-linking of G is 
a set of xA-paths of G which have pairwise only x in common. If there is an infinite 
xA-linking, then we say that x is i$initel~~ linked to A in G. 
1.3. The ends of a graph G (this concept was introduced by Freudenthal [l] and Hopf 
[4], and independently by Halin [3]) are the classes of the equivalence relation NC; 
defined on the set of all rays (one-way infinite paths) of G by R NG R’ if and only 
if there is a ray R” whose intersections with R and R’ are infinite; or equivalently if 
and only if CG_S(R) = CG_S(R’) for any S E [V(G)]<“’ (where Cc-s(R) denotes the 
component of G -S containing a subray of R). We will denote by X(G) the set of all 
ends of G, and for an end r and a finite set S of vertices, by &S(T) the component 
of G - S containing an element of r. 
1.4. An infinite subset S of V(G) is concentrated in G if it has the following equivalent 
properties [9, Theorem 1.41: 
(i) there is an end r such that S - V(C,_&)) is finite for any F E [V(G)] <“’ 
(S is said to be ‘concentrated in t’); 
(ii) for all infinite subsets T and U of S there is an infinite family of pairwise 
disjoint TU-paths in G. 
Note that any infinite subset of a set concentrated in an end r is also concentrated 
in 5. 
1.5. A set S of vertices of G is dispersed if it has the following equivalent properties 
[9,2.5]: 
(i) for every r E X(G) there is an F E [V(G)]“” such that S n V(C,_,(z)) = 8; 
(ii) S has no concentrated subset. 
Any finite set of vertices is clearly dispersed. Any subset of a dispersed set is 
dispersed too. And V(G) is dispersed if and only if G is rayless. 
1.6. A set S of vertices of G is jbzymented if there is a finite F C V(G) such that 
&F(X) # CC_,(_V) for any distinct x, y E S -F (i.e., the elements of S are pairwise 
separated by F). 
Note that if S is infinite, then there is at least one vertex in F which is infinitely 
linked to S. 
1.7 (Polat [9, Theorem 1.61). Any infinite srt of crrtices OJ’ u qruph has an i@nitr 
.suh.W &ich is concentrated or j?agmmted. 
Consequently: 
1.8. An), irzfinite dispersed set has an infinite ,fiqmentrd subsrt. 
1.9. The group of automorphisms of a graph G is denoted by Aut G. A subgraph H 
of G is incariunt (under Aut G) if o(H) = H for any o E Aut G. Invariance of a 
subset A C V(G) is defined similarly. The stabikrr of A C V(G) is denoted by Stab A, 
i.e., StabA := (0 E Aut G: o(A) = A}. 
2. Topology 
Let G be a graph. We will endow the vertex set of G with a topology. 
2.1. For A C V(G) we denote by 2 the set of vertices of G which belong to A or 
which are infinitely linked to A in G, i.e., by Menger’s theorem, x E j if and only if 
A n V(C+s(x)) # 0 for any finite subset S of V(G - s). 
2.2. The map A + .? is a closure operutor on V(G). 
Proof=. It is clearly extensive and isotqne. For the=idempotency we have only to prove 
that A C 2, since by extensivity 2 CA. Let x E A, and let S E [ V(G - x)]““. Then 
1 n V(C,_s(x)) # 0. Let 4’ be an element of this intersection. Then _r @ S, and 
CG_.&) = C,&Y). Hence, since J‘ E 2, A n V(C&,&)) = A n V(Cc;_L~(y)) # 0, 
thus x E 2. Cl 
2.3. A u B = ;i u l?. 
Proof. We have only to prove that A U B CA U B. Let x # A U L?. Then there are two 
finite subsets S.4 and SB of V(G-x) such that An V(C,_,,(x)) = 0 = Bn V(C,-,,(x)). 
Thus (A U B) n V(C,_s,,s,(x)) = 0, hence x 6 A U B. ??
2.4. A 4 2 is then the closure operator of u topology on V(G). In the following 
we will suppose that V(G) is endowed with this topology. V(G), which is clearly a 
TI-space, is generally not Hausdorff. 
2.5. We will recall the concept of Cantor-Bendixon derivative. Let A be a subset of 
a topological space. We denote by A’ the derivativr of A, i.e., the set of cluster points 
of A. The (Cantor-Bendixon) derivative of order x of A, A(‘), is defined by induction 
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as follows: 
- A(O) := A 
_ A(Y+‘) := (A@)) 
- A(‘) := rip_,,,(p)) if c( is a limit ordinal. 
In account of cardinality there is an ordinal CI such that A(“) = A(‘+‘). The smallest 
of these ordinals, denoted by r(A), is the (Cantor-Bendixon) rank of A, and the 
set A(‘cA)) is the perfect kernel of A. For x E A, if there is an ordinal a such that 
x E A(“) - A(‘+‘), then c1 is called the (Cantor-Bendixon) rank of X, and is denoted 
by r(x). 
2.6. Let A be a set of vertices of G. Then StabA C: Stab ACE). 
Proof. Let (T E StabA, and x E V(G). Clearly x E 2 if and only if a(x) E o(A) = 2, 
hence o(A) = 2. Likewise, a(x) is a cluster point of o(A) = A if and only if so is x; 
hence cr(A’) = A’. Finally, by induction, o(A(“)) = A(“). 0 
3. Dispersed sets 
In this section we will study the implications of that topology to dispersed sets, and 
finally get one of our principal result. 
3.1. If A 2 V(G) is dispersed, then so is A(“) for any ordinal x. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that A = A (‘) is dispersed. Let r E X(G). Since A is dispersed, 
there is a finite S C V(G) such that AII V(Cc_s(z)) = 0. Suppose that CG_S(T) contains 
a vertex x E 1. Then x @ S and A n V(C,_s(x)) = 0, a contradiction with x E A. 
Hence A fl V(C,_s(z)) = 0. 0 
3.2. If G is connected, and A C V(G) dispersed, then A(“) is compact for any 
ordinal CI. 
Proof. As before it is sufficient to prove that A is compact. Suppose that A is not 
compact. Then there is a strictly decreasing sequence (Xb),,, (a limit ordinal) of 
nonempty closed subsets of A such that X7 = n B<r Xp for every limit ordinal y < X, 
and n,,,Xb = 0. 
For each x E X0 let p(x) := max{p : x E Xp}. Call a path W = (~0,. . . , yn) of 
G, with yo, yn E X0, monotone if b(yj) < /?(yn) for every i < n such that yi E X0. 
Construct vertices x0,x1,. . . and monotone paths IV,, II’, , . . . such that IV0 = (~a), and 
for n > 0, W, joins x,,_i and x,,, as follows. 
Let x0 be any vertex in X0. Suppose that x0,. . .,x, and WO,. . . , W,, have already 
been constructed. Since G is connected, we may choose x,+1 E XD(~,,)+, such that 
disto(x,,x,+i ) =: s is minimal. Let W,+, = (~0,. . , yS) be a shortest x,x,+! -path in G, 
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with yo = x, and y, = x,+1. By the minimality of s, the vertices ~0,. . , ys_ 1 do not 
belong to X/~C~,,)+I, i.e., KY;) < P(Y~) = B( x,,+l ) for every i < .s such that y, E X0, so 
that W,,, is monotone. 
H := u,<,, W, is a connected subgraph of G containing .F := {x,, : n < co}. As A 
is dispersed (3.1), X contains an infinite fragmented subset B (1.8). Thus, if S is any 
finite set of vertices of G, pairwise separating the elements of B, then S n V(H) # 0. 
Hence there is an a E V(H) which is infinitely linked to the set {xi : i an} CX/jC.r,,,, 
for every n < o. Thus a E Xpc,,,, = Xpcx,,), hence p(a) > fl(xn) for every n < cc), a 
contradiction with the monotonicity of W,. 
Consequently A is compact. 0 
3.3. [f’ A C V(G) is dispersed and nonempty, then A’ # A. 
Proof. Suppose A’ = A. Define vertices x0,x1,. of A, and paths WO, WI,. . . such 
that W, = (X(J), and for n > 0, W, joins x,-t and x,, as follows. Let x0 be any 
vertex in A. Suppose that x0,. . .,x, and WO,. . . , W,, have already been defined. Let 
& := VU,,,&) - {&I. S’ mce x, E A’, i.e., x, E A - {xn}, and since S,, is finite, 
(A - {xn)) n VCG-s,,(xrt)) # 0. L e x,+1 be any element of this intersection, and W,,, t 
any -Y,J,+I -path of CC-s,,(x, 1. 
U,,, W, is then a ray containing X := {xn : n < co}. Thus X is a concentrated 
subset of A, a contradiction since A is dispersed. 0 
3.4. Consequently, if A is dispersed, the sequence (A(‘))rGr(~) is strictly decreasing, 
with AcrtA)) = 0. 
3.5. If G is connected, and A 2 V(G) is dispersed and nonempty, then r(A) is u 
successor ordinal. 
Proof. By 3.4, (A(“)),<,(A) is a strictly decreasing sequence of nonempty subsets of A, 
such that ACrCA)) = 8. If r(A) was a limit ordinal, then we should have n,,,,,, A(“) = 
A”‘“” = 8, a contradiction with the compacity of 2 (3.2). Hence r(A) is a successor 
ordinal. 0 
We can then prove the principal result of this paper. 
3.6. Theorem Let A be a nonempty dispersed set of vertices of a connected graph G. 
Then there is a nonempty jnite subset F of j such that Stab A C: Stab F. 
Proof. By 3.5, r(A) = a + 1 for some ordinal a. Then, by 3.2, F := A(“) is a compact 
set such that F’ = 0. Thus F is finite. Besides Stab A C. Stab F, by 2.6. 0 
We get immediately: 
3.7. Theorem (Schmidt [ 111). Any rayless connected graph contains a nonempty jnite 
invariant set qf vertices. 
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An obvious consequence is: 
3.8. Corollary (Polat and Sabidussi [lo, Theorem 2.51). Any nonempty ruyless tree 
has an invariant vertex or an invariant edge. 
4. Graphs with rays 
The extension of Theorem 3.7 to some classes of graphs containing rays requires a 
few definitions and properties about ends. 
4.1. The classification of ends is given below. 
4.1.1. We will now endow the end set X(G) of a graph G with the topology introduced 
by Jung in [6], where the closure of a subset Q of X(G) is the set 
fi := {z E X(G) : for any finite SC V(G) there is r’ E Q such that C&~(Z) = 
cG_s(~‘)}, i.e., fi is the set of all ends which cannot be finitely separated from 52. 
The Cantor-Bendixon rank of an end r, when such a rank exists, will be called the 
order of r. This corresponds exactly to the ‘order’ of this end, as defined by Jung in 
[5]. We will recall the property that a graph must have, so that any of its end has an 
order. For that we need the following definition: 
4.1.2. A subgraph H of G is said to be end-respecting if every end of G contains at 
most one end of H. 
4.1.3. If G contains no end-respecting subdivision of the dyadic tree, or equivalently 
(see [9]) if the space X(G) is scattered, then every end of G has an order, and there 
is an end of maximal order [5]. 
4.2. Two sets % and !B of ends of G are said to be separated by a jinite set S C V(G), 
or S is called an (%,%)-separator, if CG-~(X) # C+,(p) for any (x,/I) E ‘u x 23. 
% and ‘%3 are ,jnitely separated if they are separated by some finite set. 
4.3.1. For a set <II of ends of G, we denote by V(%) the set of vertices x of G 
such that, for any finite S C V(G) - {x}, there is an 2 E (11 with x E V(c,_s(~)). If 
2I = {cI}, then V(a) is denoted by V, and is called the neighborhood of a; each of 
its elements is a neighbor of CI (or is said to dominate CX). 
4.3.2. Let ‘?I be a closed set of ends of a connected gruph G such that, each CI E 2l 
cun be finitely sepurated from Ql - {z}. Th en V(‘2l) # 0 if ‘2l is injinite. Besides the 
converse holds if V, = 0 ,for any x E 2I. 
Proof. (a) Assume 2I to be infinite. Combining Proposition 1.4.2 and Theorem 1.10 
of [8] gives: 
Since our set 21 satisfies the hypothesis of this result, there is such a subgraph H. 
Let T be a spanning tree of H. T is infinite and rayless. For each r E 9I denote 
by R, a ray in r originating at a vertex s, of H and such that R, - I, 2 C<;_/,(Y). 
Then T+ := 7‘ U {R, : CA E %} is a tree of G such that any clement of ‘!I contains 
exactly one end of T’ as a subset. This implies in particular that any end of Tt is 
fire, that is, it can be finitely separated from all other. Hence, since YI is infinite, T+ 
has a vertex t which is the endpoint of infinitely many rays having pairwise only t in 
common. Therefore t cannot be finitely separated from all these rays, hence from all 
elements of ‘91, by a finite set not containing t. Consequently t E L’(T). 
(b) Assume now that 41 is finite with 15 L= (il for any Y t ‘!l. We have to prove that 
V(?I) = 0. Let .Y E V(G). For any x E 91, since x @ I;, them is a finite S, C C’(G)-{.\-} 
such that .Y @ V(C,_,(r)). Then S := U7E’11Sr is a finite set not containing s such 
that .V @ k’(Cc;_s(x)) for any x t 91. Hence x e C’(‘!I). C 
By the preceding proof we easily see that: 
Proof. Notice that any automorphism (r of G induces an automorphism on X(G); we 
will denote by CT(T) := {a(R) : R E r} the image of an end T by this automorphism. 
Clearly CT(T) has maximal order if and only if so has T. 
The result is obvious if G satisfies condition (i), since the neighborhood of the only 
end of maximal order is clearly invariant by the preceding remark. We now suppose 
that G has more than one end of maximal order. By 3.6 it suffices to prove that G 
has a nonempty dispersed invariant set of vertices. Let 6 be the set of ends of G of 
maximal order. 
(irse I: /A / 32 with K, # ti for some >: t R. 
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Let r E d - (8). There is a ray R = (x0,x1,. . .) E z such that x, E K if and only 
if n = 0; otherwise, there will be a ray in r which will contain infinitely many ele- 
ments of K, hence which will belong to E, a contradiction with r # a. Let A := {a(xg): 
a E Aut G} be the orbit of x0. We will prove that A is dispersed. 
Suppose that A has a subset B which is concentrated in some end a;(. By the definition 
of ends of maximal order, there is a finite S C V(G) of minimal cardinality, such that 
C,_&?) # G-S(X) for any /I E 8 - {u}. We distinguish two cases. 
(a) C := B n {a(xg) : CT E Aut G and o(e) # x} is infinite. 
Then this set is concentrated in a. Hence there will be 0 E Aut G such that cr(xa) E 
C - S and C&s(a) = C,_,(o(xo)) = CG&O(E)); a contradiction with the definition 
of S since O(C) E 8 - (3). 
(b) C is finite. 
Then Bn{a(xo) : o E Aut G and g(c) = X} is infinite. Let D := {a(xg) : CT E Aut G 
and Q(E) = E}. D is then infinite, thus concentrated in x since cr(xe) E V,,cF) = V,. Let 
C := (0 E Aut G : CT(E) = cc}. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the 
identity ido E C, hence that E = a, and x0 E D. With this convention C is a subgroup 
of Aut G. For any a E C, the ray R, := a(R) = (a(xg), a(xl), . . .) E a(r) # a(?) = x 
and is such that a(x,,) E V, if and only if n = 0. 
Consider the finite set S which separates SI from & - {x}. Since ISI is minimal, by 
Menger’s theorem, there is a finite family ( Ws)sE~ of pairwise disjoint DS-paths such 
that s is an endpoint of W, for every s E S. For a E C let n(S,a) := min{i E Fk : 
a(xi) E S}; and let n(S) := minaEz n(S,a). Note that there is at least one a E C such 
that n(S,a) # 0, i.e., that S # D, since S is finite and D infinite. 
Suppose that n(s) = n(S,ao) < n(S,at ) for some aa,ar E 1, and let a := a1 o a;‘. 
Consider a(S). Since a(z) = a, a(S) separates a from d- {a}. Besides a(ao(x,~s~)) = 
aI(x,(s)) E V(C,_s(a)). As, for any s E S, IK joins s to an elements of V,, and 
since a(S) separates u from 8 - {z}, then so does the set SO := {s E S : a(S) n 
V(F) # 0}U{a(S)-(SU V(C~-s(r>>)l. S ince la(S)1 = ISI and since the paths K’s 
are pairwise disjoint, l{s E S : a(S) n V(W,) # 0)l d I{a(S) n (S U V(CG_S(X)))}~, 
hence ISal <la(S)/ = ISI. Thus l&i = la(s)1 by the minimality of ISI. Therefore 
I{a(S) - (S u V(CG_S(X)))}I = l{s E S : a(S) n V(W,) = S}l, which implies that any 
element of a(S) n V(C,_,(a)) is a vertex of a path W, for some s E S, and that each 
of these paths contains at most one of these vertices. Let S1 := (a(S) n V(c,_~(a)) U 
{s E S : V(K - s) n a(S) = S}. Clearly ISI I = ISI. Besides S1 is an (x,& - {g})- 
separator. Indeed, suppose that this does not hold. Then there is a ray R’ originating at 
an element of D, belonging to an end p E &- {E}, and which contains no vertices in St. 
Since S is an (x,6 - { a})-separator, R’ has a vertex s in S - 5’1 C S - a(S). But a(S) is 
also an (a,&-{a})-separator, thus V(R’)fl(a(S)-{s}) # 0. And this holds for any ray 
disjoint from St, and intersecting S in s. Hence the set S’ := (a(S)-SI )U(S-(SI U(s)) 
separates a from 8-(x} too, but with IS’J = /SI- 1, a contradiction with the minimality 
of /Sl. 
Therefore Sr is an (r, B - { a})-separator such that, for at least one s E S, the subpath 
of Ws joining D to Sr is a strict subpath of Ws, i.e., s $ S,. Now, if n(S, ) < n(Sr, a) 
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for some g E C, using the same process we define another (r, d - { z})-separator Sz 
such that, for at least one s E S, the subpath of U$ joining D to Sl is a strict subpath 
of the subpath of W, which joined D to Si. And so forth. Since ISI, as well as any 
path Ws, is finite, in a finite number p of steps we construct an (z, 8 - { x})-separator 
S, such that n(SP) = n(S,,o) for any c E Z. By a preceding remark, we know that 
n(S,) > 0. If, for Q E 1, P, denotes the subpath of R, joining rr(xg) to S,, then 
(P,)oE~ is an infinite family of paths of the same length joining the infinite set D to 
the finite one S,>, so that any element of D is the endpoint of at least one of these 
paths. 
Let H := U oEZPo. We will show that there is a vertex of H-D which is infinitely 
linked to D. Suppose that it does not hold. Then, since no vertex of Fo := S, is 
infinitely linked to D, by Menger’s theorem, there is a finite Fi C V(H) - Fo which 
separates FO from D. Repeating this argument, and since every path P, has the same 
finite length i,, we can construct a finite sequence Fo,Fj,. .Fk = D, k<& of finite 
sets such that, for i 3 1, Fi C V(H) - Fi_l separates F,- 1 from D. But FL = D is 
impossible since Fx_ is finite whereas D is infinite and such that any of its elements 
is the endpoint of some path P,. Therefore there is a vertex JJ E V(H) - D which is 
infinitely linked to D. 
Thus y E 6 since DC V, is concentrated in x. This vertex is then an element of 
K-0 which belongs to infinitely many R,, a contradiction with the property that only 
the endpoint 0(x0) of R, belongs to I$. 
Consequently, in both subcases, the orbit A of x 0, which is invariant by definition, 
is also dispersed. 
Cusr 2: 18133 with K = B for every E E Q. 
(a) Suppose that 67 is infinite. Note that this set is closed, and that each of its 
elements is finitely separable from the set of all others. Then, by 4.3.2, V(8) # 0. Let 
x E V(8). Suppose that the orbit {o(x) : o E Aut G} of x has a subset A concentrated in 
some end x Then, for any finite S C V(G), there is cr E Aut G such that a(x) E A - S 
and C~;_S(CC) = &_,(a(~)) = C-~(E) for infinitely many I: E 8 (by 4.3.3 since 
Q(X) E V(8)). Therefore the order of x is greater than that of the elements of 6, a 
contradiction with the definition of 6. Hence the orbit of x is dispersed. 
(b) Suppose now that 8 is finite. Let S be a finite set of vertices pairwise separating 
the elements of B and minimal with respect to inclusion, and a E S. By the minimality 
of S, there is a maximal subset ‘8 of 8 of cardinality 22, and for each E E 91 a 
ray R, E t: originating at a and such that R,; - a C Co_.s(s). Suppose that the orbit 
{~(a) : o E Aut G} f h o a as a subset A concentrated in some end 2; and denote by 
F a finite (x, t’ - {a})-separator. 
(b.1) We will first prove that x @ 8. Let S* and F* be finite connected sub- 
graphs of G containing S and F, respectively. Suppose that o(S*) C CG-Fm (x) for some 
g E Aut G. Then, since S* is finite and Itr/ 33, there are two distinct ends EO,EI E 
Q - {x}. As o(S*) separates a(~) and a(&~), and F* separates x from d - {z}, then 
F* il C(;_,,(~*)(E;) # v) for i = 0, 1. But this contradicts that F* is connected with 
c(s*) 2 Co-F’(%). 
Hence a(S*)n F* # 0 for any o- E Aut G such that o(a) E A’ := An V(&_,.(X)). 
Since S* is finite and A’ is infinite, there must be two adjacent vertices x and y of 
S’, and an infinite subset X of Aut G, such that rr(_~) = g’(x) for any 0, g’ E C, and 
such that the set {o(y) : CT E C> is concentrated in GI. This implies that x E V,, thus 
that c( @ 6 since any element of d has an empty neighborhood by hypothesis. 
(b.2) Therefore GI $! 8. Hence F is an (x,8)-separator. Without loss of generality 
we can suppose that A C_ V(c~_p(a)). For i: E 91 denote by R: the subray of R,, whose 
only vertex in F is its endpoint. And let H := Ul,E9rR,, and H’ := UI:E91RI:f. 
Note that any ray R = (y~,yI , . . .) E lJ8 with ~0 E V(C,_,(x)) induces a se- 
quence F(R) := (z,)~ <,<x of pairwise distinct elements of F, such that V(R) n F = 
{z, : 1 <i<k} and there is a strictly increasing map ,f’ from {I,. . , k} into the set 
of positive integers with zi = I?/(,) for 1 <i<k. This sequence F(R) generates a nat- 
ural decomposition of the my R into paths. In the following we will only need the 
union of these paths having vertices in C,_p(x). More precisely we will denote by 
R/F := (yo,...,.vr,l,) U U;t,(R)(?/‘l.(i),.‘.,I)/(i+l)), where f(R) := {i : 1 didk and 
(L’~~~,, . . , Y/(,+] ,) n kFb) f 0}. 
By the finiteness of d and that of F, there is an infinite family (cr,,)na~ of auto- 
morphisms of G such that, for any n, p>O and E E 91: o,(VI) = o,>(‘u), o,,(a) E A 
with c~,,(u) # o,,(u) if n # p, F(a,,(R,:)) = F(~L~R,:)), and I(o,,(R,,)) = I(o,(R,,)). Let 
n 2 0 and 8, := lJ,,Ev, (a,,(R,))/F. For any pb0, (a,,(H) -P,,)U PF, is a tree containing 
a,(H’). Hence, since S pairwise separates the elements of B with o,,(S)n V(rr,,(H)) = 
{CT,,(U)}, the set S,, := o,(.S)n V(Cc_,(x)) intersects Pp. Moreover, S,, C a,,(S) implies 
that IS,,] d IS/. 
Construct vertices x0,x1,. and sets No, Nr,. . . . as follows. Since PO is finite there 
is x0 E V(P0) such that NO := {n>O : xg E S,, - g,,(a)} is infinite. Suppose that 
x0,. .,x; and No,. . . , Ni have already been constructed so that, for 0 < j <i, the set 
NJ := {n E N,-1 : x, E S,, - c,,(a)} is infinite. Notice that Xj $ V(P,7) for 0 d j<i 
and n E Ni, since Xj E S,, - {~,(a)} and S, n V(P,) = {o,~(Lz)}. Let n(i) be the least 
element of Ni. Since e,(i) is finite and N; infinite, there is a vertex Xi+1 of Pn(i) such 
that N,+I := {n E Ni : .x,+1 E S,, - o,,(a)} is infinite. Hence (x0,. . .,x;+l} LS,, for 
every M E Nill. But, since IS,,1 < ISI, there is ~20 such that {x0,. . . ,xp} = S,, for any 
n E N,,, a contradiction with a,,(a) t S,, - (x0,. . ,xp}. Therefore, once again, the orbit 
of a, which is invariant by definition, is dispersed too. 0 
As an obvious consequence we have: 
4.5. Corollary (Polat and Sabidussi [ 10, Theorem 3.11). If’ u tree T contuins no sub- 
dioision of the dyudic tree and has ut leust three erzds qf’maximul order, then T hus 
un inauriunt vertrs or an invuriunt f&r. 
4.6. We complete result 4.4 by giving some examples of graphs containing no sub- 
division of the dyadic tree as an end-respecting subgraph, and having no invariant 
nonempty finite set of vertices. 
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Graph with only one end of maximal order, this end having: 
- an infinite neighborhood: any infinite complete graph; 
- an empty neighborhood: the incerse hitmy tvrr B which is defined as follows. 
Choose a ray R = (.x0,x1,. .) in the 3-regular tree T3; then B is the subgraph of T3 
induced by lJk<(,,{~ : dist(q,y)bk}. 
Graph having exactly two ends of maximal order, none of them having a nonempty 
neighborhood: a double ray (two-way infinite path). 
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